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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 

Squarescarf is a name of our business that we run. Our target is to give the best and 

perfect scarf to all women. We sell our scarf with the high quality but with reasonable 

price and with the unique colour for the scarf. 

This business started on 8 of June with the basic scarf. We starting to add more types 

of scarf after we got responded by our customers. To keep our customer close with us, 

we finally add on our new scarf. Since they are many people selling scarf, we still to 

continuing our business because we wanted to give the best scarf to the people. 

After a few weeks, Squarescarf finally achieve our main target which is we made over 

30% sale. We decided to add more collection in our business and now, we already have 

the loyal customer. 
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2.0 INTRODUCTION TO BUSINESS 

2.1 BUSINESS NAME AND ADRESS 

My business’s name is Squarescarf. The reason I named it is because I am selling the 

scarf/hijab. I thinking to add the sentences ‘Square’ because the scarf that I sell are all in square 

shape. I wanted to sell the scarf because I want people out there wearing the scarf with the 

confidence without feeling insecure about their-self. With the high material, Squarescarf sell 

the scarf with affordable price and our target market of course all the women.  

This business located at No 11, jalan 3/26, Bandar Tasik Puteri, 48020, Rawang, Selangor. 

This business based at our house since this online shop no need to meet the customer face to 

face. 

The logo used for the business is a character of the girl wearing hijab and the business name at 

the bottom of the logo. We made this logo because we want every customer that saw our logo, 

they immediately know that this is scarf shop. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                    Figure 1.1: Squarescarf’s logo 

 


